
8.

9. 3

10. Answers may vary. Check students’work.

Answers to Spreadsheet Activities

Activity 1

1. =IF(B3/B2=B4/B3, “EXPON”, “NOT
EXPON”)

2. exponential; You multiply by 3 to get from
each y-value to the next.

3. Answers may vary. Check students’work.

4. =B2*H2+C2*H3+D2*H4+E2*H5

5. =B3*I2+C3*I3+D3*I4+E3*I5

6. 3 42800
1230
3160

50
24
63

–10

–16

10

16

Activity 2

1. =B2+F$1

2. =B3+D$1

3. Answers may vary. An example is given.
(2, 2), (5, 0), (8, –2)

4. y = 8.2x + 73

5. Yes, because r is close to 1.

6. =2*A2

7. =–3*A2

Activity 3

1. =(1+(E$1/B2))^B2

2. 24

3. =EXP(E1)

4. The value in cell E9 has been rounded, so the
unrounded value could indeed be smaller than
the value in E10.

5. See below.  Edit the formulas for cells D2
through G2 and D10 through G10 by
multiplying the old formula by 500. This could
be done, as in the spreadsheet that follows, by
putting 500 in a cell and then using an absolute
value reference. Complete the remaining
formulas by using Fill Down.

6. Answers may vary. Check students’work.
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Activity 4

1. =(0.883)^A2

2. about 8000 years old

3. after 5500 years

4. =A6+0.1

5. about 5600 years

6. a. =A2+1

b. =LOG(7*A2+13,6)

7. log6 (7t + 13) is not defined when 7t + 13 is
negative.

8. –1

9. 9

Activity 5

1. =B2^2-4*A2*C2

2. NO SOL

3. a. =(–B2+SQRT(D2))/(2*A2)

b. =(–B2–SQRT(D2))/(2*A2)

4. a. =–B2/(2*A2)

b. =A2*C5^2+B2*C5+C2

5. =A$2*B8^2+B$2*B8+C$2

6. You do not need to Fill Down from E5.

Activity 6

1. Check students’spreadsheets to see that they
correctly generated the table and graph to
match the one on the activity page.

2. =B2/200*100

3. =A2–B$24

4. =B2^2

5. =SUM(C2:C21)

6. =SQRT(C22/20)

7.

Activity 7

1. x = 0.2531646, y = 0.7341772

2. x = 0.2081115, y = –0.9252099

3. x = 4.633333, y = –1.0333333, 
y = –0.5666667

Activity 8

1. =8*B2^(1/2)

2. =C2*60*60/5280

3. a. =A8*5280/(60*60)

b. =B8^2/64

4.

Activity 9

1. To use Fill Down, you do not want these cells
to change.

2. a. =C2*A2+D$1

b. =D2*A2+E$1

c. =E2*A2+F$1
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3. –330

4. –4,3

5. –}
1

2
}, }

2

3
}

6. x4 – 6x3 + 11x2 – 6x

Activity 10

1.

2. a. neither

b. geometric

c. arithmetic

3. a. =(A2+B2)/2

b. =SQRT(A2*B2)

4. a. =2*A2^2+1

b. =2*B2^2+1

Activity 11

1. a. length of segment AB

b. length of segment BC

c. length of segment AC

d. midpoint of segment BC

e. midpoint of segment AC

f. midpoint of segment AB

2. a. =B3–D7

b. =B4

c. =2*B5

d. = SQRT(B5^2–B6^2)

e. =B3–B5

f. =B4

3. D9:E12

Activity 12

1.

2. a. =COMBIN(5,2)+COMBIN(7,2)

b. 31

3. a. =COMBIN(B7,B8–1)

b. =B7–B8+1

c. =B7–D10

Activity 13

1. =1/6

2. C2:H3

3. =IF(A2=1,"HEADS","TAILS")

4. =DCOUNT($A$1:$A$51,,D1:D2)

5. =D4/50
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6. Answers may vary. An example is given.

Activity 14

1. a. =INT(B3)

b. =INT((B3–A5)*60)

c. =INT(((B3–A5)*60–B5)*60)

2. =SQRT(B2^2+B3^2–
2*B2*B3*COS(B4*PI()/180))

3. =ACOS((B9^2+B10^2–
B8^2)/(2*B9*B10))*180/PI()

4. a. = ACOS((B8^2+B10^2–B9^2)/(2*B8*B10))*
180/PI()

b. = ACOS((B8^2+B9^2–B10^2)/(2*B8*B9))*
180/PI()

Activity 15

1. Y=SINX

2. D$1*SIN(D$2*((A2*PI()/180)–
(D$3*PI()/180)))+D$4

3. a = 2, b = 0.5 , h = 0, k = 3

4. Answers may vary. Check students ’work.

Answers to CBL Activities

CBL 1, Chapter 2

1. It doubled. The slope should double when the
water temperature is increased by another 10˚C.

2. Predictions may vary. The pressure inside the
flask should decrease, since the steel wool will
oxidize and use much of the oxygen originally
in the air inside the flask.

CBL 2, Chapter 4

1. Answers may vary. Most students will be
guided by the general shape of the data plot.

2. Answers may vary. Examples are given.
exponential functions: growth of insect
populations, carbon dating, banking interest

formulas, shelf life of dairy products
(especially milk); logarithmic functions:
earthquake scales, pH scales, decibel
measurements

3. Answers may vary. Check students ’work.

CBL 3, Chapter 5

1. Answers may vary. Check students ’work.

2. Answers may vary. Feathers or balloons will
give very different coefficients, since air
resistance becomes a significant consideration.

3. Answers may vary. Check students ’work.
(Balloons work well, since the reflection of the
motion detector “signal” gives good readings
for such objects.)

CBL 4, Chapter 7

1. The faster the walke r, the greater the absolute
value of the slope. When the walker moves
toward the detecto r, the slope is negative, and
when the walker moves away from the
detecto r, the slope is positive.

2. The point of intersection tells how far the
walkers would have been from the detector
when they passed each other had they been in
motion at the same time.

CBL 5, Chapter 10

1. Racket balls and basketballs work well . Tennis
balls do not work well, because the fuzz on the
balls gives distorted readings to the motion
detecto r.

2. Yes, the gravitational constant is the same for
all of the balls.

3. The best conditions include a smooth ball, a
true bounce, and the motion detector held
steady to give accurate readings.

CBL 6, Chapter 15 

1. Answers may vary. Check students ’work.

2. All of the values excep t k should change. The
value of b will change, since there will be
fewer cycles completed in a given amount of
time. The value a will change, since the swing
will move greater distances from the center
position. The value h will change if the swing
is in a di fferent position when the detector is
first turned on.
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